The Green Bean/Being Dream

I had a dream. Maybe it was one too many S’mores last night, or watching the Matrix series before camp. It was weird, but I’d like to
share it with you.
We were visited by a colonizing space ship from another galaxy. The somewhat-human-shaped beings said they wanted to live on
Earth with us, and fit in to our culture. Having never been visited by aliens, Earth decided to be hospitable and allow them to share
the planet. So, these Green Beings, or Green Beans as they came to be called, settled in all over the world. They looked like wellflushed-out stick figures, kind of like this picture I’ve drawn for you.
What made everyone on Earth so hospitable was the Green Beans’ very nature. They were energetic, happy, helpful, intelligent, and
nice. Having one of them over for dinner was all the rage! The Green Beans took the worst housing wherever they were, but they
were fine with it. In fact, regardless of how horrid the conditions were, they acted like they had just won the lottery and a mansion
when they saw their digs. The Green Beans didn’t have any particular skills to start off with, so they took the worst jobs out there.
You could see Green Beans mucking out pit toilets, slaughtering animals, putting widgets together, doing after-liposuction cleanup,
doing the 2 a.m. cleanup at a xxx movie theater, and doing data entry. The funny thing was, they loved their jobs no matter what they
were. In fact, it was popcorn-eating entertainment just watching them do their work! There was even a 30-minute television show
that basically included video of the Green Beans doing their horrible jobs. One of the best episodes included a segment with a Green
Bean being told that his/her/its job was to clean out a twelve-foot-deep pit toilet with a hose and shovel. It was like a child being
shown a Christmas tree full of presents. The pure glee, honest enthusiasm, and pleasure at hearing of the task struck the rest of the
world as dumb. The Green Being took to the task so wholeheartedly and vigorously that you’d think there was nothing else in the
world the fellow would rather be doing.
The inability to fathom the Green Beans’ attitude and work ethic in even the worst situations tortured the modern soul. Indeed,
another reality-based television show spawned with the idea of trying to stump the Green Beans. The things they had Green Beings
do put the show Fear Factor to shame. Eventually, the show was cancelled, because it became boring to watch a foregone conclusion
– they would love the job, and do it with every ounce of energy they had.
I could regale you with more stories of the Green Beans, or tell you what happened in the end of my dream, but we don’t have all day.
Maybe I’ll write a screen play for the movies sometime. Instead, I want to leave you with this . . . all of us have the potential to be
like the Green Beans. It has been a hard week. Some of you have had cabins that make the rest of us wince and give you pats on the
back. We had to deal with a Lice outbreak this week, and as you all know, that put a lot of stress on all of us. Five of the last seven
days have been so hot and smokey that the tears and sweat blend together. Two of our staff family had to leave because of personal
illness. Hopefully they’ll be back in a week or two. Despite these things, we have the ability to choose our attitude . . . our outlook . .
. and our actions. We don’t have to be happy about what happened, but we can choose to be happy anyway – even chipper, helpful,
and nice. We can’t change what happened. What we can do is play the one string we have – our attitude. It isn’t just the Green Beans
that have that power. In the end, humanity in my dream was so tortured because the Green Beings so visibly and constantly reminded
them of that power and ability that we all have. Enjoy your well-deserved day off, and think about what it would be like if you were a
Green Being.

The secret of Happiness is Freedom, and the secret of Freedom, Courage -- Thucydides
You are what your deep driving desire is. As you desire, so is your thought. As is your thought,
so is your belief. As is your belief, so is your destiny.
It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you; it’s the things you know that ain’t so.

Mark Twain

Unexpected money is a delight. The same sum is a bitterness when you expected more. Mark
Twain
"It is said that power corrupts, but actually it's more true that power attracts the
corruptible." Arthur Brin
"The question we need to ask ourselves is whether there is any place we can stand in ourselves
where we can look at all that's happening around us without freaking out, where we can be quiet
enough to hear our predicament, and where we can begin to find ways of acting that are at least
not contributing to further destabilization." Ram Dass
"People try nonviolence for a week, and when it does not work, they go back to violence, which
hasn't worked for centuries." Theodore Roszak
Geoff Rickly: "So often we don't struggle to improve conditions, we struggle for the right to
say, 'we improved conditions.'"
The mind is the voyager of journeys, the center of questioning, the conjurer of fear, the seed
of desire, the door of compassion, the creator of joy. Kirkland.
The fairest thing we can experience is the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion which
stands at the cradle of true art and true science. Einstein.
The greatest obstacle to discovery is not ignorance, it is the illusion of knowledge. Boorstein.
We may affirm absolutely that nothing great in the world has been accomplished without
passion. Hegel.
Mark Twain: "Travel is fatal to prejudice, narrow-mindedness, and bigotry."
Don't cry because it's over; smile because it happened.
You don’t have to believe everything you think
If you’re stuck in a hole, the first thing to do is stop digging.
"Argue for your limitations and, surely, you will have them." -R. Bach

